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THOUGHTS ON THE PLASTIC BAG BAN
!@shuspectrum
Why aren’t koalas 
actual bears?
Be ttie first to DM our 
Instagram account 
with the correct 
answer to the riddle to 
receive a free mug!
Have No Fear: The Parking Garage Is Here!
BY MICHAEL CORCORAN
Staff Writer
... Or rather, it will be, come next summer.
Sacred Heart students have been struggling with parking on-campus 
for years, but in 2020, this may no longer be a problem. The university 
plans to break ground this December for a brand new parking garage 
where the current South Lot is located. This new parking garage will be 
able to house over 427 cars, which is almost triple the amount that the 
South Lot currently holds.
William Reidy, Head of University Advancement, gave some insight 
into the project
“It will be done relatively quickly, because these types of facihties 
are built off-site and the parts will be brought to campus to be put 
together almost like Lego,” said Reidy. “It’ll be easy also because there 
will only be the need for plumbing for fire suppression systems and 
general electricity.”
From start to finish, the time to build the garage will take 
approximately six months - six months without those 153 existing 
parking spots, six months of additional construction on campus, and 
six months of renewed struggle to find parking.
While the construction is going on, students will be allowed to park 
at the Trumbull mail and are encouraged to utilize the garages at West 
Campus. However, it is almost guaranteed that there will be problems 
when the time comes, due to the fact that the Jack Welch College of 
Business has officially moved to West Campus (the former General 
Electric headquarters).
According to sacredheart.edu, even with the additional 800 spots 
at West Campus, parking is still an issue. For junior Nick Pelletier, 
finding a parking spot is an issue he faces daOy.
“It’s extremely difficult at any time of the day,” said Pelletier. “I have 
to plan to get there very early to spend at least ten minutes looking for 
a spot, and it has made me late multiple times. Sometimes I come from 
a different building and only have fifteen minutes to find a spot and to 
get to class, which is even more difficult.”
Junior Teddy Yerardi agrees with Pelletier on this issue. “Some days, 
all the lots are full at West Campus,” said Yerardi. “It sometimes takes 
up to fifteen minutes to find a spot for class, and I cannot afford to be 
late to class.”
Students also have to deal with the cost of annual parking permits.
which some find excessively expensive.
Every year, students who bring their car on campus are required 
to pay for a permit. The commuter permit is least expensive at $30, 
but prices can reach as high as $250 for a permanent spot off-campus 
(depending on where the student is living).
Senior Lauren Porres thinks otherwise. “I can only imagine how 
expensive it is going to be to park there,” she said, “especially because 
at the Center for Healthcare Education, it costs $400 to park.”
Reidy believes that it will not drastically affect students’ finances, 
because the school is already aware of the financial burden of attending 
Sacred Heart.
“We are hyper-conscious of the costs coming to Sacred Heart and 
we’re hyper-conscious of the families of students who need to meet 
those costs,” said Reidy.
SHU INFO
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Takeout boxes have made their way to 63’s! As a new addition this semester, 63’s 
dining haU now offers a takeout option. The boxes give students the opportunity to grab 
food to go or take a full meal from their traditional buffet setup.
63’s has been serving the Sacred Heart commtmity for countless years as the Pioneer 
food court in the academic building. Its large selection of food makes it a popular 
location on campus for students and faculty to sit down and eat a fresh meal. The only 
catch beforehand was the fact that you had to sit down and eat the food while you were 
there.
“We wanted to make 63’s even more convenient to students and faculty that may 
not have the time to sit in the dining hall to enjoy their meals,” said Kayla Blanchette, 
Marketing Director for 63’s Dining. “We noticed a lot of students trying to fit in their 
meals between classes, meetings, and practice.”
Blanchette went on to discuss the success of the new takeout option at 63’s, crediting 
the growing class sizes on campus for its popularity.
“Customer participation and satisfaction seems to be at an all-time high in the 
63’s dining hall, with more and more guests using the takeout option everyday,” said 
Blanchette.
For one meal swipe, or $12.99 of dining dollars, anyone can walk in and request 
a takeout box from 63’s. With a wide range of food for breakfast, lunch, and dinner 
available throughout the day, many students can benefit firom the takeout option at 63’s.
Finding out when your favorite meal is available at 63’s has never been easier as the 
entire weekly menu is available online for everyone to see. You can find out what is 
being served at every SHU Dining establishment at www.dineoncampus.com/SHU/ 
whats-on-the-menu.
“I think it’s a great addition to 63’s! I always foimd myself skipping meals because 
I had no time to sit down and eat. It gives students in a rush a prime opportimity to 
grab a nice, balanced meal on the go,” said jimior Michael Tiso. “I like all of the options 
that 63’s has to offer, but my favorite meal is chicken parmesan with a side of mashed 
potatoes and grilled vegetables.”
The popularity of the takeout option at Linda’s dining hall inspired bringing the 
program to 63’s. This semester, Linda’s has adopted the red plates that 63’s uses to serve 
their food, making the takeout boxes completely optional for those who are interested.
The new 63’s takeout option is available all day in the main academic building until 
closing at 8 p.m. every evening. Students and faculty members at Sacred Heart can take 
advantage of this new service for the rest of the semester and more semesters to come.
“We have more guests than ever at 63’s,” said Blanchette. “We are going to continue 
the program as long as students and guests are enjoying it.”
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The “New” Market at SHU
- - , . - V . , - - - --- -------------- --- ... ..
BY DEVIN GAVIGAN
Staff Writer
Over this past summer, Outtakes was renovated and transformed into the Market 
at SHU. Located next to the 63 s buffet-style cafeteria, the Market has a wide variety of 
offerings: a Starbucks station, salads, sandwiches, wraps, snacks, groceries, ice cream, 
soups, and more.
“I am super happy with everything they changed, especially the new food they started 
selling,” said Junior Tyler McGann. “Tm gluten- and dairy-free, so it’s really nice to see 
more food options for sale - like the cauliflower pizza.”
Other items the Market provides include several healthier frozen dinner options, like 
Lean Cuisine. They vary from pasta to pizza bites, and much more. According to McGann, 
the new options throughout the store are more practical and accommodate more of the 
diverse health interests and needs of the Sacred Heart community.
Not only have the food options gotten more diverse, but the Market itself has 
modernized its interior design. The black and white walls include coffee designs and 
uplifting quotes like “Do the right thing” and the Market’s new slogan, “Live Well and 
Thrive.” The minimalist decor shrouds the space, from the back refreshment area all the 
way around to the Starbucks section.
Brenda Maldonado, a Market worker, spoke on the changes made at Outtakes and the 
reactions so far from the student body. “Everybody is loving it. They can’t believe how 
different it all looks,” she said.
Not only do the design changes catch the students’ eyes, but the slight changes to the 
food layout have helped a lot as well. “The line tends to get wrapped around in the Market 
and it can get very busy and congested,” said Maldonado.
The ice cream and frozen diimer freezers that were previously in the back right of 
Outtakes are now closer to the Market’s door. Before this change, students who just wanted 
to grab a sandwich or a pint of ice cream would get jammed and caught up in the crowd 
waiting in line for Starbucks.
“They would have to get out of line to get snacks. Now when they come in everything 
is pretty much in order for them. So all you have to do is grab it without having to worry 
about going outside the line,” said Maldonado.
The newly organized set-up helps decrease the congestion and increase the smoothness 
of the hne itself.
A popular new feature of the Market is the. Boost Mobile app. With this app, students 
can order a drink from Starbucks and pick it up right when they get there.
The Starbucks employees receive the order notification on their device behind the desk.
they make the drink within about ten minutes, and the student is able to quickly grab it 
and be on their way. Maldonado finds that this also promotes smoother flow and order in 
the busy Market, and helps students get to class on time without having to worry about 
waiting in line.
In order to take advantage of this, all you have to do is download the free Boost Mobile 
app and log in. Order your drink and in ten minutes it’s done.
The menu screens have also become electronic, showing the full Market menu, which 
now includes Matcha and much more. According to Maldonado, the menu “shows the 
times we’re open, our promotion of the month, and information about the students’ 
swipes.”
DEVIN GAVIGAN/SPECTRUM
JUNIOR MAE ARCHACKI CHOOSES A SNACK AT THE NEWLY RENOVATED MARKET. FORMERLY 
KNOWN AS OUHAKES. , - - * . . . . * .
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Marijuana Decriminalized in New York
BY MACKENZIE RIZZO
Staff Writer
The state of New York has softened penalties for possessing small amounts of marijuana 
and created a process for erasing certain past offenses in the state law that went into place 
in August, the Associated Press reported.
Professor Gary Rose, the chair of the Government department, said, “Decriminalization 
is the proper approach. Rather than being sent to prison, marijuana offenders should be
charged with a misdemeanor and fined. Prison is too extreme.”
According to the Associated Press, the law now states the greatest penalty for possessing 
less than an ounce of marijuana is a $50 fine. Having unlawful possession of the drug will 
now be a violation similar to a traffic ticket instead of a criminal charge.
On Twitter, Governor Andrew Cuomo released a statement that said, “I just signed 
legislation decriminalizing marijuana use in New York & creating a process for expunging 
past convictions. Communities of color have been disproportionately impacted by laws 
governing marijuana for far too long, and today we are ending this injustice.”
According to New York’s Division of Criminal Justice Services, the law will reprove 
more than 200,000 convictions for low level offenses and at least 24,000 people will no 
longer have a criminal record, AP reported.
Many people believe the new law is a step in the right direction but also argue that 
communities of color can still be targeted by law enforcement.
“I agree with the change that has been made in New York,” said Alyse Adamo, a first-year 
graduate student. “I do not believe it is right for people to be incarcerated for possession 
of marijuana because it is not a serious offense, in my opinion. Being imprisoned leaves 
a major toll on one’s life, and I do not believe it is fair for anyone to experience such a 
negative penalty for a minor crime.”
Though they’ve come close this year, Connecticut lawmakers have yet to decide when to 
make another attempt at legalizing recreational marijuana, AP reported.
“The resistance against legalization in Connecticut was very strong this past legislative 
session and it appears that the Governor will turn his focus on higher priority items, so I 
doubt recreational marijuana will be legalized in the near future,” said Rose.
In the meantime, some will be looking towards developments in New York.
“There have been some attempts at further legislative changes, but there are strong 
opinions on both sides of the issue and those recent efforts were not successful,” said 
Deputy Chief of Public Safety Edward Shea. “I do think the recent changes in New York 
are likely to be analyzed very closely by Connecticut residents and lawmakers who are 
looking to determine if it is viable to make similar changes here in our state.”
“For some people there will be an immediate short-term positive affect if their 
criminal record is expimged. It may be a way for them to get a fresh start with a clean 
criminal history, and that was a major goal of the legislators in New York. Helping people 
overcome past mistakes should have a strong positive impact on society if those people 
take advantage of the opportunity and go on to improve their lives,” said Shea.
The Associated Press contributed to this article.
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I think about this question a lot. Growng up without social media is something I am 
so thankful for. I think made me a better person today. As a child I played outside, made 
friends with my neighbors down the street, and spent a ton of time outdoors. I grew up 
experiencing life for myself and not seeing it online as kids do now.
Seeing my younger sibling grow up in the media world is such a different dynamic. It’s 
hard, when you spend your whole life on Instagram, to understand that your person is 
separate from your profile.
You have traits about you that are more admirable in person, that only your close 
friends see, and these are more important than the filtered photos you post. The 
moments of your life that you remember clearly without a picture matter more than the 
moments you may post.
People these days spend most of their time staring at a screen, learning all they can 
about people online, and they forget the tiames ajid faces of those around them.
While people feel connected when they are online or using Social media, the disconnect 
that occurs in real human interaction because of this is larger and more noticeable.
Something I always talk about with my friends is; how weird is it that people now go 
places just for the photo opportimity?
Would you go to the party if you couldn’t take pictures or Snapchats at it?
Would you dress up if you couldn’t take pictoes?
If you don’t put your relationship on social media, is it real?
These questions always come in to my mind when I’m out with friends and it seems as 
though the center of all of our attention is media of some kind.
Why is it that we feel the need to vahdate moments of our fife with a post?
Is technology a burden? No, but it is a distraction. I think it distracts you from real 
interpersonal relationships.
basic comnjunication skills at a young ^ and are raised on their 
o||HH|^^mat maybq^^^>y th^^selv^playing vi^^^^ies.or watching TV4s
more comfortable, more appealing than spending time with others.
This is why kids don’t have genuine connections like they used to. Instead of sharing 
about their life and themselves they bond over one thing, technology.
Take some time off your phone and really think about what you care about and who 
you want to represent yourself as and you will make friends that like you for the real you.
The distraction technology gives people is why I think we become so isolated.
It’s hard not to feel lonely when you five in a world by yourself. In the story of your 
hfe on social media, you are the main character, your friends are the sidekicks and your 
life is the story that people read and want to have. This representation of who you are is 
just the highlights.
The small parts of your life worthy of a post distract everyone from real life.
It’s hard to remember that these people online with perfect lives, perfect looks, and 
perfect posts have hard times too.
They are real people just like us and it’s not always simny days and VSCO filters like 
we see on Instagram.
So what would I suggest? Have you and your friends put your phones away for a day 
and focused on what is talked about? Do you feel closer, more understood? That’s when 
you know who your real friends are and who is just a pretty face on yoim Instagram feed.
Follow Your Passion
GAB RUVO
ASSISTANT PUBLIC RELATIONS MANAGER
As someone who came into college with no idea how to fit in, finding my passion 
came with time. What can I get involved in? How can I make friends? These were 
questions I asked myself frequently, until I found my home in Kappa Delta.
Kappa Delta sorority is a Panhellenic organization on campus that was founded in 
1897 and brought to Sacred Heart’s campus as the Eta Nu Chapter in 2009.
Going through sorority recruitment my freshmen year was one of the most 
overwhelming experiences I’ve ever gone through. As recruitment weekend came 
closer to ending, the thought I had in the back of my mind kept coming forward. Am 
I going to find a place where I fit in?
Looking back on the thoughts and experiences I had during this weekend, 
I wouldn’t take any of it back or change a thing. Kappa Delta has given me more 
than just two Greek letters in my Instagram bio; it has given me opportimities and 
friendships that I know will last a lifetime.
Who I was my freshmen year is entirely different than who I am now. Kappa Delta 
gave me the platform to grow into a more confident person and a leader on campus. 
I never thought I’d be as involved on campus as I am now.
Within this organization. I’ve held three leadership positions. As a SET Leader, I 
helped new members through the new member process. As Panhellenic Delegate 
to the executive board, I worked with aU other Panhellenic and Inter-Fraternity 
organizations to ensure my chapter was updated on their events. Presently, I am the 
Vice President of Membership Education to the executive board and work directly 
with the new members to make sure they have a successful Kappa Delta experience 
just like I did.
Outside of this organization. Kappa Delta gave me the confidence to apply for the 
RSA position; which I’ve been doing for three years now. I’m a member of a Greek Life
Honor Society on campus called Order of Omega, as well as the Commimications 
Honor Society. Why does this aU matter? Well, I wouldn’t have done any of this if it 
wasn’t for Kappa Delta.
This organization also allowed me to bring the community service I did in high 
school, back to college with me. The philanthropies we support hold a very special 
place in my heart and I hope to work with them even after graduation. We work with 
Girl Scouts of the USA and Prevent Child Abuse America (PCAA), locally with St 
Joseph’s Parenting Center.
We hold various Girl Scout events throughout the semester and work with them 
one on one. We do confidence boosting activities, campus tours, and badge earning 
activities. Being a Girl Scout once before really allows me to connect with these 
young girls on a personal level.
Annually, we hold our event for PCAA called Caitlin’s Shamrock the Runway in 
honor of our sister Caitlin Nelson. This event is a campus wide fashion show and all 
the proceeds go towards both PCAA and St. Joseph’s Parenting Center. Working with 
the entire campus for a great cause is not only fim, but really rewarding.
Kappa Delta turned the shy, anxious, and introverted me into the outgoing, 
talkative, extroverted me that I am today. It gave me professional skills that I know I 
can use after graduation in the “real world.” Something this organization has taught 
me is that you can truly do anything you set your mind to.
As a senior, I didn’t really think time would fly like everyone says. Looking back on 
my four years in Kappa Delta, I can definitely say I’m forever grateful for everything 
it gave me. From leadership experiences, philanthropic opportunities, academic 
excellence, and forever friends - going Greek is so worthwhile.
The editorial page is an open forum. Editorials are the opinions of the individual editors and do not represent the opinions of the whole edito­
rial board. Letters to the editor are encouraged and are due by Sunday at noon for consideration for each Wednesday’s issue. All submissions 
are subject to editing for spelling, punctuation, and length.
Letters to the editor should not exceed 6oo words and should be mailed to spectrum@sacredheart.edu. The Spectrum does not assume copy­
right for any published material. We are not responsible for the opinions of the writers voiced in this forum.
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A Farewell.lo He Said, She Said..  j
ROBERTO
Previous Asst. Perspectives Editor
During my senior year of my 
undergr^uate, I had the distinct honor 
of becoming one of the co-editors of the 
Perspectives section for The Spectrum 
newspaper. One of the main things that 
made the section special during my time 
there was something called “He Said, She 
Said”.
Having been a part of the newspaper 
since my junior year at Sacred Heart, 
this was definitely a different kind of 
responsibility as an editor. It was a much 
different experience as opposed to being 
a writer for Professor Kabak’s News 
Writing and Reporting class during my 
second semester of sophomore year.
The section itself is pretty self- 
explanatory as you might figure out fi'om 
its title. Basically it’s a weekly column 
that puts one member of The Spectrum 
staff with another to debate about a certain 
topic that is perhaps trending in today’s 
world. Some things we focused on were 
specific tasks and interests, such as the 
normal life of an everyday college student.
Some of the topics have included Apple 
Music vs. Spotify, Winter vs. Summer, 
night owl vs. early riser, Snapchat vs. 
Instagram, texting vs. speaking on the 
phone and many other general topics. The 
topics have become subject to debates by 
many of our peers which perhaps might
continue to be debated for years to come!
What made the section so interesting 
is the idea of debating a certain topic and 
fi-om my “perspective,” it was refreshing 
to see the different kinds of opinions that 
my own peers had.
It’s unfortunate to see the section 
discontinued for the 2019-20 school year, 
but I have been grateful to have been able 
to work with two amazing co-editors such 
as Erica Condon and Gina D’Amico. On 
a personal level, I wish the best for both 
in their senior years and for the Spectrum 
under their new Editor-in-Chief Bryana 
Cielo.




Wow, it has come to that time where it is 
officially time to say goodbye to “He said. 
She said”. It still feels weird to me that I 
am not going to be coming up with topic 
ideas for this piece anymore. “He said. 
She said” was always a fun and interesting 
topic to come up with weekly. As an 
editor, it was always amusing trying to get 
creative with the topics to make people 
want to write them. Some “He said. She 
said” topics we used were Moe’s versus 
Chipotle, Spotify versus Apple Music, 
Texting versus Calling, Professional 
versus College Sports, Night versus 
Morning Classes, and Cardi B versus 
Nicki Minaj. We pitched the topic ideas 
on Sundays at our meetings and whoever 
had a strong passion about the subject 
would write their perspective on it. One of 
my favorite things about the section was 
reading the two different perspectives on 
how people felt. It was always interesting 
to hear why someone thought or felt a 
certain way regarding a certain subject. 
Some of the topics would be as simple 
as Night versus Morning Classes, but our 
writers would have a strong opinion on the
Game Day Festivities
subject. For example, one of my favorite 
topics I wrote about was on my feelings 
toward becoming a senior. Writing on 
the topic about becoming a senior in the 
“She Said” was my most memorable 
piece because I got to express my feelings 
about Sacred Heart. As an editor, I am so 
proud of hpw “He Said, She Said” was in 
the paper fot wer a decade. However, as 
Spectrum continues, some things need to 
change. Although people do love reading 
“He Said, She Said”, we felt as though 
the time was up for it and a change was 
needed. We are not exactly sure what we 
are going to replace it with, but we have 
a few ideas in mind. Spectrum is moving 
towards bigger and better things! So, as 
life moves on, I close this “She Said” with 
a simple farewell. Stayed tuned to what 
we have coming next.
BY MACKENZIE MAHER
Staff Reporter
Is game day a big part of your college experience?
“Every Saturday I look forward to showing my pioneer pride at the games. The football 
games are a place that I can go to with my friends and enjoy our Saturday cheering on the 
team,” said junior Marisa Natale.
Students around Sacred Heart University’s campus ea(;h have their own routine before 
they head over to the football game.
Freshman Drew Mullen said his main focus was to get to the game early in order to 
secure a spot on the bleachers. i
“Most of my fiiends and I went and got there at a good time for seats so we could all 
sit together and have a gobd view of the game,” said Mullen.
Sacred Heart recently opened The Outpost beer garden for fans and students over the 
age of 21.
Senior Angelina DiNota was able to spend time with family and friends in The Outpost 
beer garden.
“The beer garden gave such an amazing vibe to the football atmosphere. I was able to 
hang out with family and fiiends while being able to’ watch my brother on the field,” said 
DiNota.
Many students feel that there should be new traditions started on campus for game 
days.
‘Twould like more traditions that incorporate students,and athletes. Having the athletes 
go into the stands at certain points in the game with giveaways and t-shirt tosses and 
interact will motivate fans and encourage them to stay longer” said sophomore Griffin 
Ferreira.
Freshman Sabrina Guglielmi attended her first game at Sacred Heart this past weekend. 
Guglielmi feels that there should be a place where students can meet up before games.
“It is a good way to get everyone in a good mood and together before the game. It is 
also a way to meet new people because everyone will be in one spot,” said Guglielmi.
Sophomore Allan Zilnicki believes a designated spot for pre-game day festivities would 
(^eate an even more enthusiastic environment for students.
: “I think a spot to tailgate would be good because it would increase student morale and 
rfiake people more motivated to support the footbdll team and increase attendance,” said 
Zilnicki.
' DiNota believes that with Sacred Heart’s rapid expansion, the addition of a tailgate 
section is vital.
“I defimtely feel that a student tailgate needs to be seen back on campus. With the 
growth of the Division I athletics on campus, it is almost abnormal that we don’t have that
atmosphere for students on game day,” said DiNota.
The 2019 home opener football game had the largest attendance with 4,187 fans.
Senior Imamu Mayfield is on the football team and feels that the record breaking turn 
out at the home opener added to the game day experience.
“The attendMce at the first home game was incredible. Having that many people there 
created such an exciting atmosphere. More fans is a huge nlotivation to do better and be 
better on the field,” said Mayfield.
SACRED HEART UNIVERSITY FLICKR
SACRED HEART RECENTLY OPENED THE OUTPOST BEER GARDEN FOR FANS AND STUDENTS 
OVER THE AGE OF 21 DURING GAME DAY.
i
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New PTSD Therapy Being Offered at Wellness Center
BY CLAIRE MCNAMARA
Staff Reporter
Sacred Heart University’s wellness center is now 
offering a new type of therapy called Eye Movement 
Desensitization and Reprocessing (EDMR). EMDR is 
meant to help all different types of people who suffer from 
trauma.
This therapy is primarily used to help treat people who 
have experienced a traumatic event and are struggling with 
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) or post-traumatic 
symptoms. They may be experiencing nightmares, 
flashbacks, anxiety, even physical pain or discomfort.
“If you’ve been the victim of violence, have experienced 
abuse (physical, emotional, sexual), have suffered from an 
accident or illness, veterans of combat, first responders, or 
have been a witness to trauma, this therapy can help you,” 
said Austin Phelan (MA, LPC, NCC), staff counselor at 
SHU. “We all experience distressing events in our own 
ways, and EMDR can help treat both upsetting past events 
and present life conditions.”
People react differently to traumatizing situations 
depending on how their brain compartmentalizes events as 
they happen. Not every person will have the same reaction.
“EMDR is based on the theoiy that the brain has been 
unable to successfully process these events and has now 
maladaptively stored them away, and all the information 
acquired at the time of the event (including the images, 
sounds, emotions, and physical sensations) are still 
there in their original form,” said Phelan. “This is why 
veterans of war may drop to the ground when they hear 
a car backfire, or a victim of abuse may tense up or feel 
panic when faced with a reminder of that abuse. In these 
cases, the brain has not been able to successfully process 
the traumatic memories in the same way it processes non- 
traumatic memories.”
EMDR therapy does not require anything from the 
patient other than their eyes, time and willingness.
“I’ve read about it, and I know people who have gone 
through it. It has been beneficial to their recovery and 
coping of a traumatic event. I think it’s really cool that 
they have it on campus at no extra cost to students,” said 
senior Jessica Wenz.
Phelan says that the EDMR therapy process is like
unlocking a box in the patient’s mind.
“When you experience a traumatic event, all of the 
emotions, images, sounds, smells, body sensations, etc. 
get locked in a box that your brain can’t get to, although it 
desperately wants to. I then have them [the patient] picture 
a big library bookshelf. That’s all the information that your 
brain encodes and organizes while it’s working. Using 
EMDR, you are finally able to unlock that box and allow 
your brain to take its contents and place it where it needs 
to go on the bookshelf,” said Phelan.
With EMDR treatment, patients can effectively deal 
with painful memories in a noninvasive way. This therapy 
does not require being hooked up to any machines.
“What EMDR seems to do is copy the effects of rapid 
eye movement (REM) sleep, which is when our brain 
processes and organizes the information of the previous 
day. With the guidance of the therapist, the client rapidly 
moves their eyes back and forth (this is called bilateral 
stimulation) and this in a way kick-starts the brain’s 
information processing system so that the traumatic 
information can finally be processed in a healthy, adaptive 
way,” said Phelan.
This therapy is available to any Sacred Heart student 
who is suffering from past or present traumatic events. 
With time and the right help, EMDR could be an effective 
treatment method for patients to cope with their trauma.
“I strongly encourage others who are struggling with 
anxiety, panic attacks, and past experiences to give this 
a try,” said Phelan. “Currently, I would be in a much 
different place if I had not engaged in this experience. I 
only have positive things to say about EMDR.”
Students who are interested in EMDR can go in for 
a screening, consultation or contact Phelan directly at 
phelana5@sacredheart.edu.
MACKENZIE RIZZO/SPECTRUM
THE WELLNESS CENTER IS NOW OFFERING A NEW TYPE OF jiUUidic 
THERAPY CALLED EYE MOVEMENT DESENSITIZATION AND,, ,n'}j A 
REPROCESSING (EDMR). PICTURED ABOVE: AUSTIN PHELAN,
ONE OF THE STAFF COUNSELORS.




ALPHA PHI OMEGA, THE NEW FRATERNITY ON CAMPUS, IS A SERVICE FRATERNITY DEDICATED 
TO DEVELOPING LEADERSHIP, PROMOTING FRIENDSHIP, AND PROVIDING SERVICES FOR 
OTHERS. IT HELD ITS FIRST INTEREST MEETING ON SEPT. 11.
On Sept. 11, Alpha Phi Omega held its first interest meeting for potential new members.
Alpha Phi Omega is a service fraternity, which operates differently from traditional 
fraternities. Service fraternities are dedicated to promoting community work, volunteering, 
and other kinds of charitable acts.
Alpha Phi Omega’s mission is to help those in their community. They focus on 
developing leadership, promoting fiiendship, and providing services for others.
The origins of Alpha Phi Omega are stated on their official website: “Alpha Phi Omega 
was inspired by Frank Reed Horton after serving in World War I, and later foundecfjy^j
men fix)m varying backgroimds bettering the world together. They set the foundation for 
the growth and success for one of the nation’s largest premier service-based organizations 
on college campuses today.” , ;
Alpha Phi Omega was founded in 1925 and hr^ sipce then apiassed arouit^ half a > 
million members. There are roughly 470,000 members in Alpha Phi Omega, and 25,000 
of these members are college students. In 95 years, tiie fiatemity has established 375 
chapters around the country.
Alpha Phi Omega has a biennial “National Service Week” that takes place on the first 
week of November each year. Their official website states that a theme is decided for each 
National Service Week at each biennial National Convention. Each chapter is given the 
task to create a service project that corresponds to their given theme.
The theme of this year’s bieimial National Service Week is Diabetes Awareness, with 
a special focus on Education Awareness On Campus.
Every member of the fraternity wilt be able to play a part in spreading awareness not 
only through their chosen projects, but also by word of mouth throughout the community.
Senior Erin Rederscheid, the current president of Alpha Phi Omega, is optimistic about 
the arrival of new members for the service fraternity. Rederscheid believes the current 
group is ready for fresh ideas and to get out into the community to find other people’s 
passions.
Rederscheid is also excited to reach out to different communities in the future, such as 
Habitat for Humanity, which is a non-government, non-profit organization that shelters 
those who cannot afford housing.
The fraternity has an upcoming project in the works involving their partnership with 
Boy Scouts of America.
“They run an event called Badges for Brothers, in which members of Alpha Phi Omega 
become certified in teaching badges for boy scouts to aid them in their quest to move up 
the ranks,” said Redersheid.
Alpha Phi Omega typically meets as a chapter once a week on Tuesdays.
The fi^temity also offers inactive memberships which pauses student’s memberships if 
decide to study abroad for the semester.
•* ' m. m.-f » • .
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denly you remember that plastic bags now cost money. Do you spend the extra cash on 
the plastic bags, or do you walk out of the store carrying your purchases?
As of Aug. 1, retailers in Connecticut are required to charge a fee of 10 cents for 
every plastic bag used by customers. For many students, this change has been quite an 
adjustment.
“At first I found myself forgetting my reusable bags for the first few weeks that the 
ban went into place. Now I have adjusted pretty well. I keep my reusable bags in my 
closet so that every time I go grocery shopping I remember them,” said junior Nicole 
Gomez-Nieto.
The ban has been implemented to reduce plastic waste throughout Connecticut. How­
ever, the new state law has produced mixed reactions.
“I always forget my reusable bags at home because I’m not used to the new policy 
just yet. It is a positive change for the environment but it could also become an incon­
venience for some, especialjy if buying reusable bags is a hassle,” said junior Nicole 
Gomez-Nieto. * * ? • . :
Despite the various stances on the new ban, shoppers will have to decide between 
purchasing plastic bags or using reusable ones.
“As a society, we need to come together and face the facts that we are killing our earth 
and those who inhabit it. By collectively reducing our plastic usage, we will only better 
the earth and hopefijlly allow future generations to see the beauty we get to today,” said 
Malone.
, , , „ , i IS an inconvenience.
“At-first I honestly thoii^t it wfe an incdnvehience. If I am responsible with my plas­
tic bags, why should I have to pay for the errors of other people?” said fi-eshman Nicole 
Lemos.
Connecticut is not the first state within the United States to ban plastic bags. Accord­
ing to the National Conference of State Legislatures, Connecticut is now one of eight 
states to ban single-use plastic bags and implement fees.
“I feel like it is not a huge change because we have it at home, certain places in Mas­
sachusetts have it but it is not a state wide thing. It is always just a matter of remember­
ing my reusable bags. I have bought them when I have forgotten my reusable ones, but 
I do prefer using the reusable bags,” said junior Lindsey McCarthy.
Many students believe that the ban will have a positive impact on the environment.
My initial re^pn to the plastic bag ban happening in Coimecticut was excitement.
I am ^efiiutelyOTei^o do my part in using reusable water bottles and recycling when I 
can, so rthirik it is a ^eat idea' and a huge step towards saving the earth,” said junior 
ShannoJDMalone.. , , - ...
Althou§Mmdny stud'dritaagfe4’'ffiat being environmentally fi-iendly is important, some 
are unsure if charging money for plastic bags is the right approach.
“I think we are headed in the right direction, but I do not think this is the perfect solu­
tion. I think stores should maybe start to just give out reusable bags. So right now, I feel 
like the ban is more of an inconvenience,” said Lemos.
KALI D'AQOSTINIS/SPECTRUM
JUNIOR JESSICA ALMEIDA REACHES FOR A REUSABLE BAG AT STOP AND SHOP IN ORDER TO 
AVOID THE NEW, CONNECTICUT-REQUIRED $.10 FEE.
BY JACKIE CLIFFORD
Staff Writer
The students who are members of the organization. Student Events Team (SET) are the
ones that are behind many of the campus events Sacred Heart University has to offer. SET 
is a way to get involved on campus and a place for students to have something exciting to 
do other than their academics'. The group organizes events and entertainment for fellow 
students to enjoy.
Some of SET’s more well-known events are monthly bingo nights, Stuflf-A-Bear 
and their two big events: Fall Fest and Spring Fest, which each occur in the respective 
semesters.
SET also has all sorts of smaller events that they hold during the week, including
magicians and comedians that come to campus to entertain.
Some of the events that SET puts on are bigger than others, which means it takes a big 
team to pull them off. The group currently consists of a thirteen-person Executive Board, 
plus a total of about thirty to forty general members.
Current SET President and senior Andrea Matyszewski has been involved with 
SET since her Freshmen year. Matyzewski started out as a general member and then 
worked her way up to serve as Special Events Chair her sophomore and junior years. 
Matyszewski then decided that she wanted to keep moving forward with her SET journey 
in a sigmficant way by becoming president her senior year.
“Our goal every year is to create new and exciting events that haven’t been brought to 
campus yet,” said Matyszewski.
At general meetings, the floor is open to everyone, allowing students to brainstorm 
ideas for future events. (SET holds general meetings every other Monday at 10:10 p.m.) 
Those ideas are then brought to executive board meetings, where the board weave them 
together and try to bring the ideas to life.
SET is constantly expanding and becoming more recognizable on campus.
“Even though the SET executive board is growing, we still have a family-like bond,” 
said Taylor Zeller, senior and SET Co-Advertising Chair.
Zeller has been a member of SET since she was put on executive board October of her 
fi'eshman year.
“I found my place at Sacred Heart because of SET,” said Zeller. “It was something that 
immediately got me involved and made me excited to be at school.”
SET gives students the opportunity to have a say in what events happen on campus. 
This helps them create their own personalized college experience.
“It benefits their college experience right off the bat because it gives them that 
involvement, which creates fnendships,” said Zeller.
Ready, SET, Go!
SET gets to pick and choose how they want to spend their time and choose who they
want to entertain their fiiends and fellow students, all while having fim.
‘It’s a good opportunity to get your ideas out there and get involved on campus,” said 
Matyszewski.
SET is always looking for new members to add their ideas and enthusiasm to campus 
events at SHU. If you are looking to get involved, send them an email at students-events- 
team@sacredheart.edu, or go to a general member meeting. The next general meeting is 
on Monday, Sept. 23, at 10:10 p.m. Be sure to check your email and follow @shu_set on 
Instagram to stay up-to-date.
JACQUELINE CUFFORD/ SPECTUM
PICTURED ABOVE: SET AT ONE OF THEIR CLUB MEETINGS. THEIR NEXT GENERAL MEETING IS 
MONDAY, SEPT. 23, AT 10:10 PM.
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SHU Choir Retreat Day
BY ALEXA IRIZARRY
Staff Reporter
On Sept. 7, the Sacred Heart University Choir 
Program held a retreat for the second year in a row.
This retreat day consisted of vocal sessions, 
bonding activities to meet the new freshman and 
help them get adjusted.
One of the vocal sessions was led by choir director 
Matthew Cimino and the other was led by special 
guest Dr. Trineice Robinson-Martin. Robinson- 
Martin works at Princeton University as the jazz voice 
instructor and director of the Jazz Vocal Collective 
Ensembles.
“It was a great chance to have supplemental vocal 
training sessions,” said John Michniewicz, head of 
the Choir Department.
The SHU Choir Program is composed of about 200 
members from now five different choirs. These choirs 
include the SHUperman choir (men’s acapella group). 
Concert Choir (all women’s choir), 4 Heart Harmony 
(chamber chorus). Blended Hearts (acapella group). 
Liturgical Choir, and the newest. Gospel Choir.
Each choir runs on different schedules. However, 
most meet on Mondays and Wednesdays, excluding 
Gospel Choir, which meets on Tuesdays.
Each choir group meets for about four hours a 
week. Since Gospel Choir is new this year and still 
hoping to expand, they only meet once a week for 
about an hour and a half.
Each choir member was required to go to the 
retreat. The retreat was split by vocal section into 
three groups: tenors and basses, altos, and sopranos.
The groups rotated between the two vocal sessions 
and an icebreaker activity.
“SHU Choir is full of the most friendly, energetic, 
welcoming people you will ever meet,” said senior 
President Lydia Ibarra.
A fan favorite vocal session was with Dr. Robinson- 
Martin because the choir was very excited to 
experience the new techniques she showed them.
Dr. Trienice has a background at Columbia 
Univeristy and multiple degrees, such as a Masters 
of Music in Jazz Studies and Bachelor of Arts in 
Improvised Music Studies. Trienice was able to share 
her passion and expertise for music with the choir 
students.
“Trineice dedicated her career to performing 
and developing resources for teaching jazz, gospel, 
Christian, R&B, rock, country, and pop singing styles 
in an applied and private voice lesson setting,” said 
Ibarra.
The SHU Choir Program holds auditions for any 
students interested in getting involved. Auditions for 
the choir consist of singing a music piece of choice 
and sight singing.
Some members of the choir are recruited from 
high school and others decide to join after they get 
to college. Each member of the choir also has the 
chance to earn the Performing Arts grant. This grant 
requires that members are a part of one choir group 
and earn a certain number of hours in a selected 
committee.
The choir program has implemented a buddy 
system in order to have the freshmen feel more 
comfortable coming into the program. This provides 
a chance for new members to easily transition into 
SHU choir and college in general.
This year the choir will be traveling to Italy. This 
trip includes traveling to Rome, singing at masses 
such as St. Peter’s Basilica, and performing in front 
of the Pope.
THE SOPRANOS OF SHU CHOIRS POSE DURING THEIR 
SESSION WITH DR. TRINEICE ROBINSON-MARTIN, WHO WORKS 
AT PRINCETON UNIVERSITY AS A JAZZ VOICE INSTRUCTOR.
“IT: Chapter Two” Makes $91 Million Opening Weekend
BY TREVOR MONROE ~ ~
Staff Reporter
Everyone’s favorite terrifying villain. Pennywise the clown, is making his return 
to the big screen this fall season in the sequel to the 2017 horror film “It”.
On Sept. 6, “IT: Chapter Two” was released in theaters. According to AP News, 
the film earned $91 million during its opening weekend and has grossed nearly 
$200 million worldwide in the first two weeks of its release.
“I enjoyed the sequel and I liked it more than the first,” said senior Chris Conte. 
“'There was a lot of action and comedy.”
However, the film did not do as well compared to its predecessor, “It.” “It” 
got a 7.4 on IMDb, an 86% critic score, and an 84% audience score from Rotten 
Tomatoes.
'The launch of “IT: Chapter Two” is the second highest opening for a horror film 
ever in the month of September, according to AP News.
'The new film, directed by Andy Muschietti, received a 7.1 rating on IMDb. On 
Rotten Tomatoes, the critics score is 63%, while the audience score is 80%.
The movie series is based off of the 1986 novel by Stephen King of the same 
name. 'The major difference between the film and book is how the story is 
structured throughout both movies.
The plot of the second movie starts 27 years after the first movie ended. When 
several murders show up and people start to go missing at the hands of Pennywise, 
the Losers Club must reunite again to stop the evil clown for good.
Some students were not a fan of the plot and structme of the film
“The movie was very different from the first one,” said senior Sam Zietara. “It 
had a more comical feel.”
'The film stars actors Bill Hader and Finn Wolfhard, who both portray Richie 
Tozier during different time periods. Other actors in the film are Jessica Chastain 
and Sophia Lillis as Beverly Marsh, James McAvoy and Jaeden Martell as Bill 
Denbrough, and Isaiah Mustafa and Chosen Jacobs as Mike Hanlon.
Bill Skarsgard reprised his role as Penn)wise the clown as well as Javier Botet 
as Hobo the Leper / The Witch.
Students on campus expressed their thoughts on the newly released film as well 
as the predecessor.
“I only saw the first one because my friends were seeing it,” said junior Chris 
Budres who described himself as, “not a huge horror fan.”
The horror genre may not be for everyone. As Budres said, “Horror movies 
always have an obvious trope.”
“IT: Chapter Two” was also the movie to announce the new DC film “Birds of 
Prey,” which is based on the comic of the same name.
The Associated Press contributed to this article.
ASSOCIATED PRESS
ACTRESS JESSICA CHASTAIN POSES AT THE LOS ANGELES PREMIERE OF “IT: CHAPTER TWO.”
ASSOCIATED PRESS
“IT: CHAPTER TWO” GROSSED $91 MILLION IN ITS OPENING WEEKEND AND RECEIVED A 7.1 
RATING ON IMDB. PICTURED ABOVE: ACTOR JAMES MCAVOY.
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Kelly Clarkson’s New Talk Show
BYSARATERPAK
AssitantArts & Entertainment Editor
Kelly Clarkson, the original “American Idol” winner 
and coach for “The Voice,” now boasts her own daytime 
variety talk show.
The talk show was announced by NBC last September 
2018, set to replace Steve Harvey’s talk show, which 
previously aired on NBC Television Networks. Harvey’s 
former shownmner, Alex Duda, was assigned as the 
show’s executive producer.
“I’ve always been a fan of Kelly Clarkson,” said junior 
Lindsey McCarthy. “I’m so excited to watch her new 
show.”
According to the program’s press release, “Kelly 
Clarkson uses her gift of connection to bring viewers 
something new: a fun, energetic show that breaks with 
tradition. In each episode audiences will experience 
an hour full of remarkable stories, celebrity guests, 
spontaneous surprises, humor, heart, and of course, good 
music. It’s like a weekday brunch party with a fascinating 
guest list, of people who would otherwise never meet.”
’Hie first episode, which aired on Sept. 9, began with 
Clarkson covering Dolly Barton’s song, “9 to 5.”
Before the show aired, Clarkson announced that she 
would cover audience-requested songs as well. Clarkson 
has a history of doing this, as she would take fan-requested 
songs on her tours and open each show with those songs.
“While watching ‘The Kelly Clarkson Show,’ I’ve become 
more amazed by how much she has grown into the fine 
woman she is today,” said sophomore Brooke Sleavensky.
Clarkson has also covered songs such as “Sucker” by the 
Jonas Brothers, “Bad Romance” by Lady Gaga, “Think” by 
Aretha Franklin, and Sia’s “Chandelier.”
“The Kelly Clarkson Show” features celebrity guests in 
each episode. Her first was supposed to feature comedian 
and actor Kevin Hart. Unfortunately, Hart had to pull out 
after he had sustained serious back injuries in a recent car 
accident
Clarkson was able to fill the spot left open by Hart with 
one of his close friends and co-stars, Dwayne Johnson.
Episode four of “The Kelly Clarkson Show” featured Jay 
Leno, who Clarkson reminded viewers is a special person 
in her life. Clarkson, now a judge on “American Idol,” 
launched her career by winning the inaugural competition 
in 2002.
“From American Idol to becoming one of the world’s 
most famous singers, to now having her own show, she 
never ceases to amaze me,” said Sleavensky. “I think her 
show is great and really refreshing, something I’d never 
expect fi-om her.”
After her “American Idol” victory, Clarkson had her 
first interview with Leno. Since then, as they discussed on 
the episode, they have stayed in touch and they continue 
to have a close relationship.
Clarkson has had numerous guests on her show already, 
with a few notable names. Beside Johnson and Leno, 
Clarkson has hosted John Legend, Jennifer Garner, Chance 
the Rapper, and Ellen DeGeneres in the opening week.
Both “The Kelly Clarkson Show” and “Ellen” run on 
NBC’s network, as Clarkson’s show serves as a lead-in to 
“Ellen.”
The premiere did well in terms of numbers. Clarkson’s 
show scored a 1.9 household metered market rating and 
a 6 share in the 56 metered markets, which represents the 
highest debut for a new syndicated show since 2012.
Nashville was the market in which Clarkson’s show 
performed the strongest. Clarkson has musical roots in 
Nashville and currently fives there. The show scored a 5.97 
household rating in that market on day 1, which climbed 
7% to a 6.41 on day two.
“I think it’s great that artists get to express themselves 
in a way other than the main craft or gift that they share 
with the world,” said senior Anthony Mellow. “I hope 
everything goes well and that Kelly gets to share a piece of




“THE KELLY CLARKSON SHOW,” A VARIETY TALK SHOW 
HOSTED BY KELLY CLARKSON, PREMIERED ON SEPT. 9
Post Malone Releases New Music
BY KALI D’AGOSTINIS
Staff Reporter
On Sept. 6, rapper Post Malone released his third studio album, “Hollywood’s Bleeding,” 
by Republic Records.
Many Sacred Heart students have been talking about their favorite songs off of the 
album as well as showing their support for the rapper in honor of his new project
Junior Brenna Leonards enjoys the song “Staring at the Sun (ft. SZA)” the most
“It’s probably my favorite song off the album because I love the message behind it It’s 
about being blinded by love. I just love his music and also really enjoy his newest albiun,” 
said Leonard.
Post Msdone, bom Austin Richard Post, began his career as an opening act for Justin 
Bieber during his Purpose Tour in 2016. Post Malone’s music is a mix of hip-hop and 
R&B, with inspiration from Bob Marley.
, Before “Hollywood’s Bleeding” was released, the “Better Now” singer had taken home 
many awards and was nominated for Grammy awards like “Album of the Year” and “Best 
Pop Solo Performance” at the beginning of 2019.
“I have personally not listened to all of Post Malone’s new album, but I do love his 
songs ‘Rockstar’ and ‘Sunflower,’ ” said senior Mary Magfiozzi.
In 2018, Malone was awarded The Billboard Music Award for “Top Rap Song” for his 
single “Rockstar,” which features 21 Savage. In the same year, the song won the MTV 
Video Music Award for “Song of the Year.”
“Hollywood’s Bleeding” features 17 songs with numerous collaborations, such as with 
Halsey, Future, Meek Mill, Travis Scott, and Ozzy Osbourne.
Post Malone’s newest album can be found on music services such as Apple Music, 
Spotify, and YouTube. The singer’s latest singles - “Wow,” “Goodbyes,” “Sunflower,” and 
“Circles” - are all showcased on “Hollywood’s Bleeding.”
“Circles” is currently “the biggest record on Spotify in the U.S. right now,” according 
to a Rolling Stones article by Elias Leight. Malone’s other single from his current album, 
(“Wow”) is the fourth-most-streamed song of 2019.
“The vibe of it is great. There are some songs that put die in my feels while others are 
up-beat and make me want to dance like a fool,” said junior Anthony DeSimone.
Junior Katrina Riggi thinks differently though.
“I didn’t really think this album was anything special,” sfie said. “Other than the hits that 
have been played on the radio, nothing else really standf out to me. His second album, 
‘Beerbongs and Bentleys,’ was by far my favorite.” 'j
“Beerbongs and Bentleys” was the 10th biggest albumiof the year in 2018. In August, 
it was announced that Post Malone broke Michael Jackson’s record for most weeks on 
Billboard’s Top R&B and Hip-Hop Albums chart. His first album, “Stoney,” reached its 
77th week at the time, eclipsing Jackson’s 34-year-old Halloween classic, “Thriller,” which 
held the previous record of 76 weeks.
Post Malone began his third headlining tour, the “Runaway Tour,” on Sept. 14 in 
Tacoma, Wash., and will conclude it on Nov. 21 in Inglewood, Calif.
POST MALONE, PICTURED ABOVE, RELEASED HIS NEW ALBUM, “HOLLYWOOD’S BLEEDING,” ON 
SEPT. 6, FOLLOWING “BEERBONGS AND BENTLEYS,” THE TENTH BIGGEST ALBUM OF 2018.
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Football Team Bounces Back In Home Opener
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BY JORDAN BANKS
Staff Writer
The Sacred Heart University football team tallied their first win of the 2019 season on Sept. 7 in 
their home opener, beating Bucknell University 30-10. After an opening week loss to the University 
of Maine, the Pioneers improved to 1-1 through the first two weeks of the season.. . .
The bluest key to Sacred Heart’s success according to head coach Mark NblH was their level of 
urgency from the beginning of the game.
“They didn’t wait until the second half to get things going,” said Nofn. “They did a better job 
executing this time and they played hard all four quarters.”
Sophomore running back Julius Chestnut was instrumental to the team’s success. Chestnut was 
named Northeast Conference (NEC) Offensive Player of the Week. Chestnut rushed for 162 yards, 
including an 86-yard touchdown run.-He also added two receiving touchdowns in the win.
“In the practices leading up to the Bucknell game, I worked on my footwork a little bit more 
than usual,” said Chestnut. “I made sure my focus was cm the game and the game only. As the week 
progressed, I just listened to coach and did what he told me.”
Chestnut also added that he would not have been as successful in the game if were not for the 
effort given by the offensive line.
While the team was firing on all cylinders on the offensive side of the ball, the defense also 
stepped up in a huge way. The Pioneers were able to apply pressure on the Bison all night, and 
recorded two interceptions during the contest.
One of the interceptions was hauled in by 5th year senior Noah Provenzano.
“We just worked on trying to compete for more balls in the air,” said Provenzano. “We were also 
fired up about getting blown out the week before.”
The Sacred Heart defense had no takeaways the week before against the University of Maine. 
According to Nofri, the team was able to make adjustments during the past week of practice.
The team also credited the record crowd at Campus Field for motivating them throughout the 
game. Pioneer fans showed up in huge numbers that topped out at 4,187 people, a single game 
record.
“In my five years here at Sacred Heart, that was the biggest crowd I’ve seen,” said Provenzano. 
“Whenever you play at home, there’s definitely more of an incentive to show up and play your 
absolute best.” I' •
Even Coach Nofii, who always has his mind on the game, gave his respects to the crowd.
“Of course, the players are very appreciative and happy that so many people showed up to the 
game,” said Nofii, “Whenever the guys play at home, we expect to defend our turf. Especially 
when this many people show up.”
Sacred Heart followed up their home opener win with a 56-40 victory over Lafayette College 
on Sept. 14 to improve to 2-1 on the season. The team opens their conference slate of the schedule 




Officially our largest-ever for a home opener
#WeAreSHU | #PioPride | #ThankYouFans
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TWITTER ®SHU_FOOTBALL
SEPT. 7 WAS THE SHU FOOTBALL TEAM’S HOME OPENER, WHERE THEY WON AGAINST 
BUCKNELL UNIVERSITY IN FRONT OF THE LARGEST CROWD EVER FOR A HOME OPENER.
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Women’s Soccer Freshmen Win NEC Awards
BY ASIA MCCRAY
Senior Staff Writer
Women’s soccer fi-eshman goalkeeper Elyssa Kipperman and fieshman forward Michelle 
Clarkin both earned Northeast Conference weekly awards. Kipperman was named NEC Defensive 
Player of the Week and Clarkin was named NEC Player of the Week after strong performances.
Kipperman saved nine balls in a win against Temple University on Sept. 1, and six others three 
days prior, against Holy Cross on Aug. 28.
Kipperman reflects on what this award means to her in her first collegiate season.
“I am so happy and humbled to have received this award,” said Kipperman. “It is probably one 
of the most exciting honors to receive at such an early part of my college career.”
According to head coach Matthew Micros, they work on specific techniques and drills that fully 
prepare them for games.
“We emphasize technique and sharpness on the ball for all players in the program. Specifically 
for Elyssa and our other goalkeepers, we have two coaches that work with them daily,” said Micros. 
“Paul DelloStritto and Andre Lindsay have been great additions to our staff. Paul works primarily 
with the keepers, while Andre works with both the keepers and field players.”
Kipperman added that the difference between playing high school soccer and college soccer is 
large.
According to Athletic Communications, Kipperman recorded a-0.45 goals against average 
(GGA) and .938 save percentage during the two games against Holy Cross and Temple. So far the 
newcomer has posted a 1.23 GAA and .848 save percentage this season.
On Sept. 1, the Pioneers recorded their first win of the season against Temple University, winning 
3-1. Freshman forward Clarkin led the way, scoring two of the three goals for Sacred Heart in the 
victory. Now leading the team with four goals on the season, she reflects on what has led her to be 
confident on the field.
“During practice, our coaches anticipate potential plays that we might encounter and teach us to 
think fast under pressure. I try to visualize what a defender might want to do to stop me and I try 
to think on how I am going to get passed them and score or pass to someone who can also score,” 
said Clarkin.
Coach Micros reflects on the accomplishments of his incoming fieshmen, as well as their team’s 
culture.
“Honestly, we emphasize a team first based on the attitude of all players. Elyssa and Michelle 
are good examples of that. I think both players would gladly trade any individual honor to help the 
team reach the conference playoffs,” said Micros. “We hope that all players continue to work hard 
and improve not just this season, but in the coming years as we try to continue to build a program 
the players want to follow and remain involved with long after their playing days are over.”
Clarkin expresses that she’s excited to be recognized. However, she’s still focused on working 
to grow with her fellow teammates.
“It is always an honor to be recognized for your talents and efforts. I was humbly flattered. 
However, I soon remembered that this success was a team effort, not only mine,” said Clarkin. 
“Receiving this acknowledgement motivates me to keep working hard along with my team and 
focus on one game at a time.”
According to Athletic Commimications, the teams next game takes place on the road , at 
Merrimack University on Sept. 14, marking the beginning of conference play.
SHU BIG RED
WOMEN’S SOCCER TEAM MEMBERS FRESHMAN ELYSSA KIPPERMAN AND FRESHMAN 
MICHELLE CLARKIN BOTH EARNED NORTHEAST CONFERENCE WEEKLY AWARDS.
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Ashley Prim Hired as Coordinator of Basketball Operations
BY MIKENZIE CARBONE
Staff Writer
Over the summer, Ashley Prim was hired as the Coordinator of Basketball Operations 
for the Sacred Heart University Women’s Basketball team. She transitioned from a 
Division I athlete at St. Joseph’s University, to playing overseas in five countries, to her 
current position of joining the Pioneers’ staff for the 2019-2020 season.
Prim searched for five months for the right fit after deciding to hang up her basketball 
sneakers and turn to the next chapter in her career.
“I already knew once I got a job I would be done with basketball, so I was already in 
the mindset,” said Prim.
After hearing from a family friend that the position was open, Prim reached out to head 
coach of the basketball team, Jessica Mannetti, to figure out if the rumor was true.
Mannetti assured Prim that the position was open for applications. Prior to applying for 
the job, Mannetti knew Prim was a young star athlete within Fairfield County.
“When she applied 1 said to her ‘you probably don’t remember me but, I remember 
you’,” said Mannetti.
Prim was hired two weeks before the team’s summer league began. Mannetti was 
immediately impressed by her new addition. Mannetti highlighted Prim’s proactivity and 
investment in her job from the beginning.
While still new to the job, Prim expressed a determination to do her job the right way 
along with learning qualities and skills to put toward her dream job, being an assistant 
coach.
As coordinator of operations. Prim is responsible for the unseen actions. Mannetti 
added that Prim’s job is to be the glue of the team. Prim’s duties include scheduling 
the team’s travel plans, creating itineraries for when the team travels, managing all the 
managers in practice, along with being put in charge of the team’s video, and the athlete’s 
academic life.
“Lots of prioritizing, making lists, lots of emails and multitasking,” said Prim.
After a collegiate and professional career in basketball. Prim’s job does not require any 
on court teaching, which she claims is the toughest part about her job. Although she is 
not allowed to do any on court coaching, she is in every practice meeting to learn about 
a coach’s approach.
“As far everything else, I make sure I do my job so no one else has to worry,” said 
Prim. .
SHU BIG RED
ASHLEY PRIM WAS HIRED AS THE DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS FOR THE SHU WOMEN’S 
BASKETBALL TEAM. PRIOR TO THIS, SHE WAS A DIVISION 1 ATHLETE AT ST. JOSEPH’S 
UNIVERSITY AND PLAYED OVERSEAS. IN FIVE COUNTRIES.
Women’s Volleyball Season Update
BY MITCHELL KIRNAN
Staff Writer
The Sacred Heart Women’s Volleyball team is already nine games into their season. 
They are coming off a long road trip and hosted the New Jersey Institute of Technology, 
Northeastern University, and Fairfield University in their annual Sacred Heart Invitational. 
After going 2-1 against the three teams, the Pioneers sit at 4-5 on the season. Although 
they have had their struggles, head coach Rob Machan likes the team he has this year.
“They work very hard. Their game energy is outstanding, it’s actually a lot of fun,” said 
Machan. “We’ve come up short in a couple of the matches but were in every match and 
our high level of play is as good as I have seen since I’ve been here.”
Machan praises his group and explains what makes him have such high expectations 
for the team.
“We’re very organized, we have a very relentless attitude in wanting to be successful. 
They just continue to work, work, and work,” says Machan. “They just never give up on 
their play.”
Machan also added that his team works hard in the weight room and keep themselves 
in great shape, which helps the team when they are faced with playing three games on a 
given weekend.
One element he touched upon was how the underclassmen are working just as hard as 
the upperclassman.
“The upperclassmen demonstrate great leadership,” said Machan. “Everybody is
THE SACRED HEART WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL TEAM IS NINE GAMES INTO THEIR SEASON 
CURRENTLY.
working really hard. The advice from the upperclassman is great but aetually most of our 
underclassmen are playing like seasoned veterans.”
However, coach isn’t the only one excited for more volleyball action. Sixth year 
outside hitter Makayla Dole, believes the team chemistry in the team is high.
“We all listen to the same music but we all get pumped up together. We will be in the 
locker room and playing music while laughing and having fun,” said Dole. “This is a fim 
group, we’re all about having fun, smiling and just messing with each other. That’s our 
dynamic and that’s how we mentally prepare for games cause that’s how we are on the 
court.”
Dole also says that through the team’s silliness and great chemistry, it helps each other 
push through tough times of a game.
Sophomore setter Sarah Ciszek also touched upon long weekends and how she 
perseveres through it.
. “For sure. We get very tired very tired. It’s just us getting metally prepared, taking time 
to get treatment so our body is right, but once we step on the court its like an adrenaline 
rush and we use that energy to play.” said Ciszek.
Ciszek also mentions what has helped her stay focused during matches.
“It’s definitely keeping calm on the court, although the emotions and crowd gives you 
energy you just need to control it,” said Ciszek. “Staying cajm and consistent and the 
energy is still pumping no matter who we play is key.”
The team travels to Yale University to participate in the Yale Invitational this upcoming 
weekend, facing off with Army West Point, Stony Brook, and Yale.
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SACRED HEART ATHLETICS
SENIOR BIANCA DE LUCIA (PICTURED ABOVE), ALONG WITH THE REST OF HER TEAM, ARE ON A TWO-WEEK HIATUS UNTIL COMPETING AT THE TED 
OWEN INVITATIONAL ON SATURDAY, SEPT. 28.
